Uploaded refreshed version

Still have to make some changes to cover Neil’s comments from way back
Uploaded a new version

The abstract needs work - doesn’t describe the spec.
Dropped off the radar

Uploaded version 05 to refresh

There was this message 5/15/18

This email starts a 2 week WGLC for draft-ietf-calext-ical-relations-04 [1]. The WGLC call period ends on May 29. Please review the draft and indicate if the draft is ready to be sent to the IESG.
Uploaded calext version

No significant change as yet.
New draft (02) uploaded

Mike: Working my way through mapping to jscalendar while implementing it for Bedework. 90+% done. Remaining issues (really jscalendar issues but affect mapping):

- Descriptions - would like jscalendar to align with eventpub
- URL - used heavily in public events. Need something identifiable as a replacement - linkids in main object?
- Working through x-props - may raise something yet